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Part A: Organometallics 

Answer all questions 

1) Given the complex (C0)3NiL [L = ~Me3 or P(OMe)3], which ligand is a better 7t-

acceptor: PMe3 or P(OMe)3? and Why? 1 mark 

2) Which of the following complexes will bind most and least strongly with 
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3) a) Rationalize the following isolobal analogy: 
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2 marks . 

b) Drive the isolobal organic hydrocarbon fragment for the following 

organometallic complexes: 2 marks 



4) Assume the methyl migration takes place. Predict the products and their ratios for 

the following reaction: 

. cis-CH3Mn(13CO)(C0)4 + CO -7 

S) Write the structures of A and B: 

OMe 

A 

2 marks 

B 

2 marks 

6) Write the structure, the oxidation state oflr and the electron count for A: 

-----~•~ A 2 marks 

7) Define the following terms: 

a) Piano stool molecules bYTriple-decker sandwich 2 marks 

8) Will the following molecule undergo ~-elimination? If yes or no, explain. 

a) Cp(C0)2FeCH2CH3 

9) Suggest syntheses for 

a) [(113-C3Hs)Mn(C0)4 b) Cp2Mo2(C0)6 

10) Write the structure ofthe products: 

a) 2F3CI + NaMn(C0)5 -7 Products 

Products 

1 mark 

4 marks 

3 marks 

Products 

11) The v(CO) (em -l) values of [P(OMe)3]3Mo(C0)3 are 1888 and 1977 and that of 

(PPh3)3Mo(C0)3 are 1835 and 1934. Why does the former has higher values than 

the later? 
2 marks 

2 



/ 
Part B: Bioinorganic Chemistry 

Answer all THREE questions. 

1. a) Provide a brief and simple description for the diamagnetism in oxy-Mb. 

b) What do you mean by 'picket-fence' porphyrin? How its Fe complex mimic oxy-

Mb? [4+4] 

2. a) What do you mean by biological redox catalysis? Explain the structure and function 

of diverse iron-sulphur proteins in biology. 

b) What do you mean by core extrusion reaction? [4+4] 

3. a) What are metalloenzyme inhibitors? 

b) Compare the coordination environments around the metal ion in carbonic anhydrase, 
';"\ 

alcohol dehydrogenase and P-lactamase. 

c) How will you prepare B12a, B12r and B12s? [3+3+3] 

Paper ends here 
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